NA INFINTY GROUP BASIC FORMAT
Hey everyone! I am an addict, my name is: _____________
Let’s open this meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.
Welcome everyone to the NA Infinity Marathon Meeting of Narcotics Anonymous. We would like to extend a special
welcome to the Newcomer, you are the most important person at any Narcotics Anonymous meeting, because we can
only keep what we have by giving it away.
To maintain an ongoing atmosphere of Recovery please keep your phone muted when not reading or sharing.
Could someone please press *6 and read:
Who is An Addict -Chapter One, pg 3
What Is The NA Program? -Chapter Two - pg 9
Why Are We Here -Chapter Three, pg 13
How It Works -Chapter Four, pg 17
12 Traditions Of NA -Chapter Six, pg 60
This meeting ends at _________ at which time we’ll go to the parking lot where we exchange phone numbers, make NA
announcements and fellowship. Newcomers are encouraged to participate.
BURNING DESIRE:
If you feel the need to hurt someone or yourself or if you feel like using, please share about it now, it could save your life.
Our topics are coming from the literature:______ or this is a speaker meeting
End of meeting - Time for sharing has come to an end. If you still feel the need to share, please get with someone in the
parking lot. There is another meeting coming up at the top of the hour, we would love your support.
CLEAN TIME RECOGNITION: Virtual Key tags
White = 0 to 29 Days, Orange = 30 Days Green = 60 Days, Red = 90 Days, Blue = 6 Months, Yellow = 9 Months, Moon
Glow = 1 Year, Grey = 18 Months, Black = Multiple Years, Purple = Decades
We Do Recover -Chapter Eight, pg 87 (2nd par)
Just for Today -Chapter 9, pg 93
Close meeting with Serenity Prayer
** Possible add-ons for meeting autonomy and diversity:
OUR MESSAGE:
Our message is that an addict, any addict can stop using drugs, lose the desire to use and find a new way to live. Our message is hope
and the promise of freedom when all is said and done, our primary purpose can only be to carry the message to the addict who still
suffers because that is all we have to give. (5th tradition closing paragraph)
CLARITY STATEMENT
We are presented with a dilemma; when NA members identify themselves as addicts and alcoholics, or talk about living clean and
sober, the clarity of the NA message is blurred. To speak in this manner suggests that there are two diseases, that one drug is
somehow separate from the rest, requiring special recognition. Narcotics anonymous makes no distinction between drugs. Our
identification as addicts is all-inclusive, which allows us to concentrate on our similarities, not our differences.

